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The language of an array grammar has been defined as the set of finite, 
connected terminal arrays, surrounded by #'s,  that can be derived from an initial 
S surrounded by #'s.  In the first section of this paper, it is shown that any 
array language has an array grammar in which all terminal arrays are in fact 
connected; and that the set of terminal, finite connected components of non 
#'s  that occur in the sentential forms of any array grammar is an array language. 
Thus several possible ways of defining an array language are in fact all equiv- 
alent. 
In the second section of the paper, it is shown that array grammars need 
not use #'s  as context. It is also shown that array grammars which start with 
arbitrary initial arrays of S's, and neither create nor destroy #'s, have exactly 
the same power as monotonic array grammars. In the third section, parallel 
array grammars are defined, and it is shown that any (monotonic) sequential 
array language is a (monotonic) parallel array language and vice versa. 
1. ARRAY LANGUAGES AND CONNECTIVITY 
In  (Mi lgram and Rosenfeld, 1971), an array on A, where # ~ A, is defined 
as a mapping from pairs of integers into A such that the preimage of _/J-{#} 
is finite and connected. An array grammar is defined as a 5-tuple G 
(V, Z, R, # ,  S), where V is a finite set of symbols, called the vocabulary, 
27 C V is called the terminal vocabulary, # ~ V -- 27 is called the blank symbol, 
S ~ V - -  • is called the initial symbol, R is a finite set of rewriting rules, each 
of which is a pair (~, ~ ' )  of geometrical ly identical arrays on V; where if an)- 
symbol in 6~ is a terminal, so is the corresponding symbol in ~,.1 
An array on (S} in which the preimage of S is a single point is called an 
initial array. The rewrit ing rule (6~, 6~') is applied to an array ~ by replacing 
with ~ '  some occurrence of ~ as a subarray of ~ .  The  language of G is 
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defined as the set of terminal arrays (i.e., arrays on E U {#}) that can be 
derived from an initial array by repeatedly applying rewriting rules. Such 
arrays will be called sentences of G; and any array--not necessarily terminal-- 
that can be derived from an initial array will be called a sententialform of G. 
In all of the foregoing, arrays on V (and in particular, sentential forms) 
always have, by definition, connected preimages of V-{#}. There is nothing 
in the definition of G, however, which prevents one from deriving "arrays" 
in which the preimage of V-{#} is not connected. Thus derivability in G does 
not suffice to define a sentential form or sentence it must also be connected. 
This definition was used in order to facilitate proving that the sets of arrays 
generated by array grammars are the same as the sets of arrays accepted by 
array automata; the input to an array automaton clearly must have a connected 
set of non-#'s, since otherwise the automaton could never know that it had 
seen all of the non-#'s in its input. 
There are other possible ways of defining the languages of array grammars. 
Let us first redefine an array don A as a mapping from pairs of integers into A 
such that the preimage of A-{#} is finite, but not necessarily connected. 
We say that ~ is connected if the preimage isalso connected. Let ~(G) denote 
the set of arrays that can be derived from an initial array using rules of G. We 
shall still require that the preimages of V-{i//} in any rule of G are connected. 
The present definition of an array language then becomes 
L~(G) = The set of connected terminal arrays in ~(G). 
An alternative definition might be 
Lo(G) = The set of connected components of terminal arrays in ~(G) - -  
in other words, an array is in Lb(G) provided its non-#'s are exactly the 
non-#'s of some connected component of non-#'s in a terminal array that is 
derivable in G. However, we can prove the following. 
TttEOtlEM 1. For any G there xists G' such that L~(G) = L~(G'). 
Proof. Let G' have rewriting rules which are the same as those of G, 
except hat 
(1) The terminals of G are replaced by new nonterminals (which we 
shall call pseudoterminals). 
(2) Whenever a rewriting rule of G creates ~'s,  the corresponding rule 
of G' creates ~'s. 
(3) If  a rule of G uses # 's  as context or destroys #'s,  there correspond 
to it rules of G' that allow any combination of these # 's  to be ~'s. 
(4) The initial symbol of G' is denoted by S'; and in each of the above 
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rules (5, 5 ' )  of G', the uppermost, leftmost non-# in 5, and the corre- 
sponding symbol in 5 '  (which, by condition (2), is not #)  are primed. 
Using these rules, together with a set of rules that allow the prime to be 
shifted from one non-# symbol to another, G' can evidently imitate any 
derivation in G. Moreover, it is clear that any sentential form derivable using 
G' has its non-#'s connected. 
Let us now add rules to G' that allow the primed symbol to turn into a pair 
of symbols, one of which is the primed symbol, while the other represents he 
initial state of an array automaton (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971). We now 
further add rules to G' that cause this "automaton imitator" M to scan out a 
space-filling "square spiral" around its initial position, marking the symbols 
(nondestructively) as it goes, so that each turn of the spiral lies just outside 
the previous turn (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971, Proposition 2). At the same 
time, M checks that all non-#'s are either ~'s or pseudoterminals. I f  this 
condition remains atisfied until a complete turn of the spiral finds nothing 
but #'s,  we know that M has seen the entire non-# part of the sentential form 
and that the corresponding derivation in G would have now generated an 
array consisting entirely of terminals and #'s.  [If the condition is not satisfied, 
G' has blocked. However, if desired, we can unblock it by adding rules that 
have the following effect: I f  the spiral scan finds a symbol that is neither ~, 
#,  nor a pseudoterminal, M reverses the scan (erasing marks as it goes), 
returns to the starting point of the scan, and turns itself back into a primed 
symbol; imitation of a derivation in G can then continue (if possible).] 
We now have a square array consisting of marked #'s, ~'s, and pseudo- 
terminals, with a symbol-pair representing the automaton imitator M at (say) 
one corner of the square. M can now proceed to check whether the pseudo- 
terminals in this array are connected. It can do this, e.g., by scanning the 
square until a pseudoterminal is found. I f  there are none (corresponding to G 
having generated an all-# array), M can proceed as in the next paragraph. 
Otherwise, M marks the first pseudoterminal found and then proceeds to 
mark all pseudoterminals that are adjacent to marked pseudoterminals, 
repeatedly. When a scan of the square reveals that no more of these exist, M 
can rescan the square to check whether any unmarked pseudoterminals 
remain. If  some do remain, G' can either block, or erase all markings and 
resume imitating G, as at the end of the preceding paragraph. If none remain, 
M has verified that the pseudoterminals are connected. 
Finally, M raster scans the square, turning all marked # 's  and ~'s into #'s,  
and all pseudoterminals into actual terminals. At the last point of the square, 
the pair that represents M destroys itself (by rewriting itself as the appropriate 
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terminal symbol or #). Evidently this process can go to completion if and only 
if the resulting terminal array is connected and derivable in G. Thus the set 
of terminal arrays produced by G' is exactly L~(G). Moreover, a terminal 
array derivable in G' can only be connected; hence, this set of arrays is both 
La(G') and Lb(G'). | 
The proof of Theorem 1 can also be used to prove the analogous result 
with Lb(G) replaced by 
Lc(G) = The set of connected components of non-#'s all of whose 
symbols are terminals in arrays of ~(G). 
This is because G' never produces a connected component of non-#'s 
consisting entirely of terminals until it has turned the entire connected 
component of pseudoterminals into real terminals. 
We next prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 For any G there exists a G ~ such thatL~(G) = L~(G") -- L~(G"). 
Proof. The construction of G" is similar to that of G' in the proof of 
Theorem 1. At any point of its imitation of G, G" can become an automaton 
imitator M that verifies that no symbols are present except #'s, ~'s, and 
pseudoterminals. It then marks a connected component of the pseudo- 
terminal, and scans the square, turning all #'s, ~'s, and unmarked pseudo- 
terminals into #'s, and all marked pseudoterminals into real terminals. 
Thus G" can produce aterminal array ~ if and only if G produces aterminal 
array one of whose connected components of terminals is ~.  Moreover, the 
tsrminal arrays derivable using G" are always connected. | 
Here again, we can replace (b) by (c), by modifying the definition of G" as 
follows: M need not verify that no symbols are present except #'s, ~'s and 
pseudoterminals. Instead, it scans the square and finds a pseudoterminal t' 
(if there are none, but nonterminals still remain, we can go back to imitating 
G; if no nonterminals remain, G has generated an all-# array, and M can 
simply turn all #'s  and ~'s in the square into #'s). It then marks all pseudo- 
terminals that are connected to t', and verifies that nothing but #'s  and ~'s 
are adjacent to a marked pseudoterminal. If this is false, we can go back to 
imitating G; if it is true, M can scan the square and turn the marked pseudo- 
terminals into real terminals, and everything else into #'s. 
The foregoing proofs have exhibited array grammars (G' andG") whose 
sentential forms all have connected sets of non-#'s. Another way of 
guaranteeing this, is to require that in any rule (5, 5'),  the arrays ~ and tT/' 
are 3 × 3 squares, and only the center symbol of the square is rewritten. (Any 
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array language does in fact have a grammar of this form; this follows from the 
two-point normal form result in (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971).) We now 
further require that in any such rule, the center symbol is rewritten as # 
only if the set of non-#'s among the remaining eight symbols in ~ are 
connected (or empty). It is easily verified that this insures connectedness of 
the non-#'s in any sentential form. Indeed, if a path of non-#'s passed 
through the rewritten symbol, it must have entered and left through non-# 
neighbors, and so can be diverted (or shortened) since these neighbors 
themselves are connected. 
It is not hard to show that any array language L has a grammar in which no 
rule locally disconnects he non-#'s. Indeed, let G be a grammar for L in 
which all rules are 3 × 3's with only the center symbol rewritten. We define 
a new grammar G* for L as follows: Whenever G would apply a rule r that 
would locally disconnect, G* initiates an automaton imitator M that marks 
the symbols in r. For each pair of connected components of non-#'s in the 
neighborhood ofthe rewritten symbol, M then searches for a path of non-#'s 
in the sententiaI form that joins the components. If there is no such path, 
the rule would have really disconnected, and M can erase all marks so that 
another rule of G can be tried. If paths exist, then, for any pair of components, 
there must be such a path around the boundary of a hole in the sentential 
form. M can then fill each such hole with ~'s and change the rewritten symbol 
to a #;  this no longer locally disconnects. M can then systematically change 
the ~'s back to #'s,  without locally disconnecting, by "propagating" #'s  
into each hole. When all ~'s have been erased, the imitation of G can continue. 
It should be pointed out that if G is a monotonic array grammar, which 
never creates #'s, the non-#'s in its sentenfial forms are automatically 
always connected, so that there is only one natural way to define its language. 
2. MONOTONIC ARRAY LANGUAGES 
It is shown by Milgram and Rosenfeld (1971) that any array language has 
a grammar in two-symbol normal form, such that, for all rules (O/, tT/'), the 
arrays 6~ and G/' have at most two non-#'s. In the string case, the analogous 
result ("Kuroda normal form") is proved by simply rewriting symbols one at 
a time, but if this is done in the array case, it is possible that a symbol which 
has already been rewritten, in the process of imitating the rule r by two-symbol 
rules, might be used by some other rule to create symbols that are needed 
to complete the imitation of r. Rather, in the array case, we must specially 
mark the symbols as they are rewritten, and let the last of the rewritings 
create an automaton-imitator hat erases the marks. 
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A more serious difficulty with the two-symbol normal form proof arises in 
the monotonic ase; a general rule may involve arbitrarily "deep" # context, 
and two-symbol monotonic rules cannot check such context. (In particular, 
an array-bounded automaton cannot directly check the applicability of a rule 
involving more than nearest-neighbor # context; it can sense that non-#'s 
have # 's  as neigbors in given directions, but it cannot move onto non-#'s.) 
Fortunately, however, there is an indirect method which allows us to 
completely avoid the use of # context in array grammars; this result 
is analogous to Proposition 1 of (Rosenfeld, 1971). 2 The proof can 
be outlined as follows: we use 16 versions of each non-# symbol, one for each 
possible combination of # neighbors that it can have; in particular, the 
subscript 0 denotes the version having no non-# neighbors, while the 
subscript 15 denotes the version all four of whose neighbors are non-#'s. 
We shall show by induction that a grammar can be designed in which, every 
time a rule is applied, the symbol subscripts can be correctly updated. I f  
we take the initial symbol to be So, this is true initially. Suppose it true, just 
before the rule (6g, 0 ' )  is to be applied. We may assume (by the same induction 
argument) that in our grammar, all sentential forms have connected sets of 
non-#'s, and that there is a unique starred symbol. Before applying the rule, 
the starred symbol becomes an array-bounded automaton imitator M which 
scans the array; since the array is correctly subscripted, M need not sense # 's  
to do this. I f  the rule requires # context, M can detect he presence of this 
context by using the border of the array adjacent o the needed # 's  as a 
pushdown stack to count its up-down and left-right moves as it follows this 
border; it can, thus, determine whether the array approaches itself closely in 
the vicinity of these #'s.  Similarly, if the rule will rewrite #'s,  M can 
determine the patterns of # and non-# neighbors for the resulting non-#'s. 
It can store this information at some point which is involved in the rule 
application, and then apply an appropriate version of the rule which produces 
the correct subscripts on all new or otherwise affected symbols. 
Another question about monotonic array grammars (Milgram and 
Rosenfeld, 1971) is whether they are equivalent to grammars which neither 
create nor destroy # 's  but which start with arbitrary initial arrays of T's 
(rather than with a single S), This question is settled in the affirmative by 
the following theorem. 
2 That proposition, however, was not needed to prove Theorem 1 of Rosenfeld 
(1971); instead, we could have simply replaced c~ --~ ~, in the case where ~ ~ a'#, by 
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THEOREM 3. The following types of array grammars all have tile same class 
of languages: 
(1) Monotonic array grammars; 
(2) Array grammars in which the initial array can be any connected array 
on {S, T, #} in which only a single point has value S, and where #'s are neither 
created nor destroyed by any rule; 
(3) The same as (2), but without he S. 
Proof. Any monotonic array grammar G1 can be imitated by a grammar 
G2 of type (2), by simply replacing by using T's, in the rules of G1, in place 
of all # 's  that G1 rewrites. Moreover, if G 1 uses # 's  as context, G 2 must 
allow these # 's  to be either # 's  or T's. Then any derivation in G1 gives rise 
to a derivation in G~, provided that the initial array used by G2 has its S in 
the same position as Gl's S, and has T's replacing all the # 's  that G~ rewrites 
in the course of the derivation. 
Any grammar G8 of type (3) can be imitated by a grammar of type (1) by 
simply adjoining to G3 the rules 
S-+ (S, T) (S, T )#-+ T(S, T) 
(in all four orientations) 
(S, T)-+ T (S, T)T--~ T(S, T) 
to create an arbitrary connected array on (T, #}. 
Finally, we show that any grammar G 2 of type (2) can be imitated by a 
grammar Ga of type (3)--specifically, that G 3 can be designed so that it 
turns just one of the T's into an S, and can then simply apply the rules of 
G2.8 In what follows, we make use of the fact that rules can be used to allow 
symbols to follow the boundaries of the blob of T's. It is understood that if 
two boundaries hare a point, or if a boundary touches itself, the boundary- 
following activities can all proceed without mutual interference. 
G s begins with rules that can mark each northwest corner of the blob of 
T's--i.e., each point that has # 's  above it and to its left. Any such corner can 
then initiate an automaton imitator that follows the boundary at which the 
blob of T's meets that component of #'s ,  say counterclockwise. More 
precisely, each time the imitator is about to move to the next boundary point, 
it must first go back along the boundary (but not beyond its starting point) 
and update stacks of markers, which it has stored along the boundary, so as 
a Our proof is similar to that of Smith (1971) for the analogous result that an 
arbitrarily-shaped connected cellular array, in which all the automata re initially in 
the same state, can always be "desynchronized" so that one of the automata is in 
a unique state. 
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to keep track of its up-down and left-right boundary-following moves. 
If  the imitator reaches a marked point (i.e., a northwest corner that has 
already sent out its own imitator), it cannot proceed. If  it reaches a point that 
is higher up than its starting point, or at the same level but further left, as 
indicated by the state of its stacks, it cannot proceed but can go back along its 
segment of boundary, erase all the stack markers, and modify the mark on 
its starting point. The modified mark can no longer initiate an imitator but 
is no longer an obstacle to the progress of other imitators. 
An imitator may reach its own starting point (as indicated by both stacks 
becoming simultaneously empty); this can only happen to that imitator which 
started from the leftmost of the uppermost points of the blob of T's. (It can 
never happen for a northwest corner on the boundary of a hole in the blob, 
since no such corner can be the uppermost and leftmost point on its boundary.) 
Thus when this happens, we know that the imitator to which it happens is 
unique, and we can allow it to scan the blob, erase all remaining marks and 
turn T's into (say) U's (which can no longer initiate imitators), then move on 
the blob nondeterministically and finally become an S, so that imitation of G~ 
can begin. | 
3. PARALLEL ARRAY LANGUAGES 
In Rosenfeld (1971), it is shown that an arbitrary or context-sensitive 
(string) language can be obtained using a grammar in which rules are always 
applied "in parallel"--that is, when a rule is applied to a string, every instance 
of the left member is simultaneously replaced by the right member. It is also 
shown that parallel rule application can lead to "paradoxes," unless it is 
assumed that any rule rewrites only a single symbol as a single symbol 
(possibly in context); note that in any such rule, the left and right members 
must have the same length. 
In this section we prove analogous results in the array case; it turns out 
that the proofs have to be somewhat different from those used in Rosenfeld 
(1971). 
Let G be an array grammar in which any rule rewrites only a single symbol. 
(Note that any array language does have a grammar of this form, by the 
two-point normal form result.) By the parallel language of G, denoted L~(G), 
we mean the set of connected terminal arrays that can be derived from an 
initial array by parallel applications of the rules of G. Since string languages 
can be regarded as a special case of array languages, the examples given in 
Rosenfeld (1971) show that L~,(G) is not the same as La(G), nor are either of 
them the same as the set of connected terminal arrays that can be "parsed" 
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into an initial array by parallel applications of the rules of G in reverse. 
However, we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 4. For any G there exists G' such that L~( G) = L~( G'). _Moreover, 
if G is monotonic, so is G'. 
Proof. In Rosenfeld (1971), this was proved by attaching a new non- 
terminal to the beginning of the left and right members of each rule of G, in 
order to insure that no rule ever applies in more than one place. This trick 
cannot be used in the array case; when the new nonterminal is moved around, 
the array can be permuted (think of the new nonterminal s the blank square 
in a 15-puzzle !), which could not have happened in G. However, since in the 
array case we are dealing with explicit #'s,  we can use instead a modification 
of the trick used for the monotonic ase in Rosenfeld (1971). In fact, consider 
the G' in the proof of Theorem 1. Because of its use of the prime and the 
automaton imitator, no rule of G' can ever apply in more than one place. 
Hence L~(G') = La. b or e(G') = La(G). 
I f  G is monotonic, we cannot use the same G', since at the end it must 
change marked # 's  and ~'s into #'s.  However, in the monotonic ase, for 
each rule (G, 6~'), we can put a prime on the uppermost, leftmost non-# in 
both G and G', since neither of them can consist entirely of #'s.  Thus using 
rules that shift the prime among the non-#'s, we can still imitate G with a 
grammar in which no rule can apply in more than one place. Here too we 
use pseudoterminals, but we get rid of them using rules that rewrite them as 
the corresponding terminals; note that if this is done too soon, the imitation 
of G may block. (This proof is essentially the same as that used in Rosenfeld 
(1971) for the monotonic ase.) | 
THEOREM 5. For any G, there exists G* such that L~(G)=La(G*). 
Moreover, if G is monotonic, so is G*. 
Proof. In the monotonic ase, let S* be the initial symbol of G*. To 
imitate a parallel rule application, we turn the starred symbol (as we shall see, 
it is always unique) into an automaton imitator M that scans the non-#'s 
(Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1971, Theorem 4) and their neighboring # 's  (if 
necessary) and marks the symbol to be rewritten in each instance of the rule. 
M then rescans, rewrites the instances and becomes a starred symbol again. 
Here too we use pseudoterminals nd get rid of them by simply turning them 
into terminals; to avoid blocking, an M can be used to verify that no symbols 
except pseudoterminals remain. 
In the general ease, non-#'s can become #'s,  but M can do its rewriting 
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scan in such a way as to end up at a non-#.  (If no non-# will remain, G has 
produced an a l l -# array, and M can simply erase everything.) M can also 
verify that the non-#'s  will remain connected; thus 
L~(G*) -~ Lb(G* ) ~- Lc(G*). | 
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